Recently, organic materials have been considered as a potential candidate for making optoelectronic devices. In order to optimize the performance of the optoelectronic devices, the absolute refractive index and absorption coefficient of the organic materials have to be determined. In this article, the absolute optical properties of two novel bipolar organic materials will be investigated through ellipsometry and modeling using Lorentz Oscillator model and stimulated annealing algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Since the first demonstration of low-voltage driven organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) in 1987 [1], OLED has been widely investigated for use in colour display, signaling and light illustration. It has also been proposed to use OLEDs for local optical communications. It has been a well-known fact that the performance of optical devices is very sensitive to the optical properties of the materials including refractive index and absorption coefficient [2] . In this article, the absolute optical properties of organic materials will be studied through ellipsometry and modeling. In the model, simulated annealing (SA) algorithm will be utilized to determine the absolute optical properties through Lorentz Oscillators model.
MODELING AND EXPERIMENT
In order to optimize the optical devices for optical communication, the absolute optical properties of the materials were determined by ellipsometry and modeling through SA algorithm using Lorentz Oscillator model. The complex dielectric constant of the materials is written as: £= 1+±i£2
(1)
The real and imaginary parts of complex refractive index are n and k respectively and can be described as It should be noted that the imaginary part of refractive index is the so-called extinction coefficient. The absorption coefficient is proportional to the extinction coefficient:
The absolute refractive index and absorption coefficient can be determined from the experimental results obtained from ellipsometry. The measured ellipsometry parameters are tanexpt(T) and cosexpt(A). The theoretical tantheo(T) and costheo(A) can be determined from Fresnel Reflection coefficient Rp and Rs for p-and s-polarized light [3] .
tantheo'(T)e = Rp/Rs (4) Fresnel Reflection coefficient and thus tantheo(T) and costheo(A) can be determined from the refractive index and absorption coefficient of the layer structures through transfer matrix method [4] . By utilizing a simulated annealing algorithm [5] , the absolute refractive index and absorption coefficient can be obtained when the objective function below is within the tolerance. They were potential bipolar organic materials which can simultaneously function as electron and hole transport materials. The novel materials were synthesized by Leung's group in Hong Kong Baptist University. The measurement and theoretical calculation were conducted in the University of Hong Kong. The materials were purified by gradient sublimation prior to thin-film coating. The deposition rate was typically 1.0-2.0 A/s and the substrate was Si. The evaporation chamber was operated at _10-6 Torr. Film thickness was monitored in situ using the quartz crystal monitor and ex situ by a stylus profilometer (Tencor u-step 500). The thickness of POT and N(OXD)3 are 40.6nm and 68.6nm respectively. 
where k is the total number of interband transitions at frequency coj, l/lj is the lifetime and Fj= Coj2 is the parameter associated with oscillator strength fj. The parameters and thus the complex dielectric constant will be determined from the model as shown in Fig. 1 .
The experimental and theoretical tan(T) and cos(A) of POT and the absolute refractive index and absorption coefficient are shown in Fig. 2 . The tanexpt(T) and cosexpt(A) can be fitted using the parameters of the complex dielectric constant. The fitted parameters are shown in Table 1 when co,,, = 2.1486. Similarly, the experimental tan(T) and cos(A) of n(OXD)3 are also fitted as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The absolute refractive index and absorption coefficient and the fitted parameters are shown in Fig. 3 (b) and Table 2 respectively when ol = 2.4411. 
